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Magnetron sputtering is widely used to deposit multi-layer 
structures in large-area processes for the manufacture of 
photovoltaic (PV) solar panels, flat panel displays (FPD), 

architectural and automotive glass, and plastic films. Deposition of 
some transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) for these products is 
performed with target materials that can arc at high rates during normal 
process operation, up to thousands of arcs per second. Many of these 
processes are driven directly with direct current (DC) power supplies. 
The system power supply must operate the process at the desired set 
point, and must also respond to arcs. 

These arcs are a natural outgrowth of sputtering processes, when 
the discharge transitions from the desired glow to an arc. Power 
supplies for these applications are required to accurately measure and 
report actual delivered power, while extinguishing arcs in a way that 
minimizes arc energy and manages arc rate. The size of the macro-
particles produced by arcing depends in part on the energy the power 
supply delivers to the arc. Some of these macro-particles that become 
inclusions in the film can negatively impact the production yield and 
field reliability of the layer system. It is important for the power supply 
to manage arcs correctly in order to minimize the number and size of 
the macro-particles. 

Introduction
In 2014, The Society of Vacuum Coaters marks its 57th year serving 

the vacuum coating community. As such, the society’s focus is largely 
on deposition of materials in a vacuum. In this case, “vacuum” may be 
interpreted as typically in a controlled environment at less than, say, 
1% to 10% (more or less) of atmospheric pressure. Several vacuum 
deposition methods exist, virtually all requiring external power (energy) 
of some type: typically electrical, but perhaps thermal or chemical 
in some cases. Evaporation-based deposition uses heating elements 
or electron beams to raise the temperature and hence vapor pressure 
of the material to be deposited, typically melting the material. This 
results in a flux of the coating atoms to the work piece. Chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) may be thermally activated by operating at high 
temperature, but may also be plasma activated (plasma-enhanced CVD, 
or “PECVD”), allowing “hot” electrons in the plasma to facilitate the 
chemistry, while maintaining the temperature of the vessel walls and 
substrate at a much cooler level, perhaps close to room temperature. 
Ion beams have been used for deposition, by both direct deposition and 
also to sputter material from a target for deposition on a work piece, 
as well as to densify films deposited by sputtering or evaporation by 
ion bombardment during deposition. Plasma sputtering has also been 
used extensively. In plasma sputtering, a flux of ions from the plasma 
is incident on the sputtering material target and the bombarding ions 
transfer enough momentum to the surface atoms to cause them to be 
physically ejected. Development of the sputtering magnetron, allowing 
operation at lower voltages with higher rates and higher efficiency 
(deposition rate per average watt of electricity to the magnetron), 
transformed the physical vapor deposition (PVD) world and became 
an important technique in the manufacture of essentially all electronic 
products. It is used extensively for flat panel displays, semiconductors, 
data storage, low-e glass, hard coatings and decorative/functional 
coatings worldwide. 

Conceptually, magnetron sputtering seems simple enough. However, 
commercial realization of high-quality, high-value coatings is far from 
trivial. One of the challenges in the practical realization of DC and 
pulsed mid-frequency magnetron sputtering is that it will support two 
stable discharge modes [1]. The desired discharge mode is a glow or 
abnormal glow discharge, with a distributed low current density. The 
undesired discharge mode is a cathodic arc discharge, at very high local      
current density. The cathodic arc mode causes damage to both target 
and work piece, so it must be detected and quenched by the sputtering 
power supply. An additional challenge is real-time assessment of the 
health of the process. As process conditions degrade, it is necessary 
at some point to stop the process in order to maintain the process 
equipment and restore it to an acceptable state.

Formation of arcs in the magnetron sputtering process is still 
not well understood fundamentally. Issues with arcing in sputtering 
processes are handled predominantly with the “know-how” of power 
supply designers and sputtering practitioners. Consequently, much of 
the development effort in magnetron sputtering supplies has focused on 
arc handling. 

Arc detection can be accomplished by current detection, voltage 
detection, or a combination of the two. For current detection, an arc is 
detected by monitoring the current. An arc is considered to occur when 
the current exceeds the trip level. This is typically the slower detection 
method due to the inductive nature of the power supply output circuit. 
For voltage detection, an arc is detected by monitoring the voltage. 
An arc is considered to occur when the voltage drops below the trip 
level. Very fast detection is possible, with detection times well below 1 
μs. Combined current and voltage arc detection can offer the benefit 
of an additional degree of freedom for handling especially difficult 
processes. The trip levels can be varied to establish optimum arc 
handling parameters by application, for example, target cleaning versus 
deposition.

Some important arc handling settings in modern sputtering power 
supplies are detect time, shutdown time, recovery time, and arc voltage 
trip level. Detect time is how long the arc is permitted to burn after 
detection and before the power supply acts to quench the arc. Shutdown 
time is how long the power supply shuts off to quench the arc. Recovery 
time is how fast the power supply increases the power towards the 
set point after an arc response shutdown. Arc voltage trip level is the 
discharge voltage magnitude below which the unit will trigger the arc 
response. 

Deposition of some transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) is 
performed with target materials that can arc at high rates during normal 
process operation, up to thousands of arcs per second. Many of these 
processes are driven directly with DC power supplies. The system power 
supply must operate the process at the desired set point, and must also 
respond to the inevitable arcs. Practical implementations of arc handling 
for modern processes require even lower arc energy, process operation 
at high arc rates, up to five thousand arcs per second, with high power 
delivery and good measurement accuracy. What follows is a discussion 
of key considerations for power supply development.

Magnetron Arcing
In the magnetron sputtering process, the desired glow discharge mode 
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is sustained by secondary emission of electrons induced by ion impact 
at the target surface, as an individual process. “An individual process” 
means that one ion incident on the surface results in emission of some 
number of secondary electrons (the ion impact being primary), with 
some probability. These secondary electrons perform bulk ionization 
of process gas neutrals by electron impact [2] and possibly sequential 
secondary processes such as Penning ionization and charge exchange 
collisions. The undesired cathodic arc discharge mode is sustained 
by explosive emission of ions and electrons from small craters on the 
target surface in what could be considered a collective process [3]. It is 
a collective process because the current flowing in the arc provides heat 
to the arc spot, which, in turn, causes melting and explosive emission of 
a “collection” of target material atoms. In the cathodic arc mode, target 
material macro-particles are also explosively emitted from arc craters, 
often landing on the substrate, resulting in product yield issues. 

Electrical discharge devices with the ability to operate in arc and 
glow regimes have been studied for some time now. Early work on 
the transition from the glow to the cathodic arc mode showed the 
importance of oxide on the target surface for sustaining an arc [4-8]. 
When ultra-pure noble gases were used, it was essentially impossible 
to sustain an arc. In some experiments, the argon gas was purified in 
situ with the arc operating. When a high level of purity was attained, 
the arc mode discharge ceased and only a glow discharge was possible. 
This result was attributed to formation of oxides on the surface. When 
the gas was purified, the oxides were eventually removed by the arc. 
The motivation for this work was likely to understand how to make 
arc sources work better. Now we are interested in keeping sputtering 
processes out of the arc regime. This early work at least suggests the 
importance of process gas and target material purity in metal sputtering 

processes, and perhaps sets the expectation that target arcing could 
develop when reactively sputtering oxides. The challenge for power 
supply developers continues to be innovation in arc detection and arc 
response to minimize arc energy, and ideally, arc rate.

Macro-Particles Generated by Process Arcing
Large-area magnetron sputtering processes operate at high powers, up 
to 100 kW to 200 kW, or even higher powers in some rare cases. Power 
supplies capable of delivering these high powers have considerable arc 
energies, and deliver considerable peak currents to process arcs. It could 
be expected that a single arc in a high power process has conditions 
locally similar to those for low power (1 kW to 10 kW) processes. These 
conditions include magnetic field, target surface temperature, and 
process gas pressure. However, available energy that could be delivered 
to an arc may be ten or more times higher. The expected result is larger 
target material particles (macro-particles) generated by the arc as arc 
energies increase, as shown in Figure 1. This suggests that for large-area 
coating, the importance of minimizing arc energy is greatly increased. 
Ironically, the local conditions for an arc, such as surface material and 

Figure 1. Expected trend of macro-particle size with arc energy.
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condition, gas species and pressures, and magnetic field, are very similar 
as processes scale from low to very high power. What changes is the 
amount of energy a power supply can deliver to an arc. Higher-power 
supplies generally have higher arc energy. So, as magnetron sizes are 
scaled up for critical large-area processes, such as flat panel display, 
minimizing arc energy becomes critical for film quality and production 
yield. The generation of macro-particles by sputtering magnetron arcing 
has been studied by several researchers [9-13]. Based on published 
data, macro-particles as large as 10 μm or larger could be expected. 
The details are difficult to quantify by analysis but would seem to be 
clearly dependent on process conditions, target material, and the details 
of the magnetron design, as well as power supply arc handling. Large-
area coating presents special challenges for arc energy and arc rate. The 
expected general trend of macro-particle size distribution and quantity 
scaling is shown in Figure 2. Arc energy should be reduced to minimize 
arc induced macro-particle size. Arc frequency (rate) should be reduced 
to minimize arc-induced macro-particle quantity. Appropriate choice 
and setup of DC power supplies can minimize arc energy and arc 
frequency (rate), and in some cases, pulsed DC is recommended [14]. 
Macro-particles generated by arcing can be included in the layer stack, 
as shown in Figure 3, resulting in layer system defects and a possible 
reduction of field reliability, characterized by premature degradation 
of appearance and/or reduction in performance. It is important to note 
that macro-particles can be larger than the film thickness. Shadowing of 
the adatom flux to the surface can result in voiding around the macro-
particle, providing an undesired entry point for contaminants that can 
degrade the film over time, shortening its useful life. Therefore, it is 
desirable to minimize macro-particle size and quantity. 

Figure 2. Expected trend of macro-particle size distribution and quantity with arc energy and frequency (rate).

Figure 3. Macro-particles generated by target arcing can be included in the thin film layer stack, resulting 
in defects and possible reduction of field reliability.

DC Sputtering Supplies
As applications of DC magnetron sputtering have evolved to address 
the need of TCOs for solar PV cells and flat panel displays (FPD), 
some new requirements for arc handling have emerged. Traditionally, 
processes were developed and tuned to operate at low arc rates. When 
arcing exceeded a threshold, maybe as low as tens of arcs per second, 
the process was readjusted to reduce the arc rate. If readjustment was 
not sufficient, then maintenance was performed on the sputtering 
system until the desired low arc rate was achieved. Now, processes have 
emerged that are required to operate at thousands of arcs per second. 
Power supplies must be specifically designed to operate successfully 

in these conditions. One key consideration is power delivery at high 
arc rate. The power supply must have adequate peak power overhead 
to make up for duty lost during arc handling. A second consideration 
is robustness of the arc handling circuitry. It must reliably respond to 
repetitive transient conditions that are part of the arc handling protocol. 
A third consideration is measurement accuracy. The measurement 
circuitry in the power supply must be able to accurately measure the 
output power at high arc rates, with the output current and voltage 
waveform repetitively and randomly interrupted by arcing and the arc 
response routine. A fourth consideration is arc energy. The arc energy 
must be sufficiently low to support required process yields. A new 
development has addressed these four considerations. Circuitry and a 
control system have been developed to detect and respond to arcs at 
rates up to five thousand arcs per second. 

The first step in development was to evaluate options using circuit 
simulation. Once promising ideas were developed, they were considered 
for implementation and testing in hardware. Analysis and simulation 
were used extensively in the design process. By using simulation, it was 
possible to quickly and inexpensively try a number of different ideas, 
limiting realization of hardware prototypes to the most promising ideas. 
Simulation results were used to generate a design concept that met all 
requirements. Important features to note are rapid current fall time, and 
quick current rise following arc handling. These features are consistent 
with low arc energy, and ability to deliver high average powers with 
higher arc rates. 

Following development and simulation of promising circuit 
concepts, a prototype was created and tested in hardware. First, 
operation was verified on resistive loads and an electronic arc simulator, 
tuned to generate the most challenging situations at high repetition rate. 
Then, live plasma testing was performed on an industrial-scale system, 
including relevant cabling, to represent realistic production situations. 
This is a key part of design verification testing. It is important to test 
at conditions that realistically represent industrial sputter deposition 
processes. 

Volume production versions of these power supplies are shown in 
Figure 4. Key points are industrial ruggedness, and access to service 
data ports from the front panel. Control interfaces are provided for 
integration into the user’s system.

The plasma testing was performed on a dual rotatable magnetron 
system from Sputtering Components, Inc. (SCI). The magnetron targets 
are 1.5 m long by 0.16 m diameter. In these experiments, the targets 
rotated at 10 RPM. Cabling was designed to represent the inductance 
seen in realistic industrial systems. Base pressure is 3.5x10-6 T. Tests 
were typically conducted between 1 and 5 mT, in metallic and poisoned 
modes where applicable. Target materials used for testing included Al, 
Si, and AZO. 

Test results for aluminum in metallic mode at 60 kW are shown 
in Figure 5. These waveforms were taken at the chamber (magnetron 
pair). What is notable is essentially flat current when the arc occurs, 
with no spiking, and a rapid current fall. These characteristics are 
consistent with low arc energy. Low energy is achieved by reversing the 
voltage at the output of the power supply, to drive the current to zero 
as quickly as possible. Delivery of high power, even at high arc rates, 
is achieved with a rapid turn on and return to full power after the arc 
occurs.

Figure 4. Power supplies optimized for lowest arc energy and accurate power delivery at kHz arc rates.

Making Magnetron Sputtering Work
continued from page 33
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Figure 5. Arc response for aluminum, metallic mode, in argon, at 60 kW.

A key indicator used to evaluate arc handling performance is arc 
energy. It is typically normalized and reported in terms of mJ/kW 
to allow power supplies with different power level to be compared 
fairly. Figure 6 shows arc energy in mJ/kW as a function of output 
power for a unit with 60 kW maximum output power. This low arc 
energy is enabled by voltage reversal of the power supply, to reverse 
the glow to arc transition. During an arc, the equivalent circuit may 
be approximated by the power supply output in series with the cable 
inductance, and the arc burning voltage of, say, a few tens of volts. 
When the power supply provides a significant reverse voltage at its 
terminals, it has a favorable impact in two ways. First, it makes the 
arc current decrease faster. Second, more of the energy stored in the 
cable inductance ends up in the power supply, and less ends up in the 
arc. Reversing the output of the power supply results in a desirably 
low arc energy, which is important especially for modern flat panel 
display applications, since they are especially sensitive to defects due to 
macro-particles.

Figure 6. Arc energy as a function of output power.

With the introduction of processes that are expected to run steady 
state at high arc rates, the process power supply faces a new challenge. It 
must be able to deliver power at the desired arc rate, while extinguishing 
arcs and accurately measuring its power output. Figure 7 shows 
delivered power as a function of arc rate. Testing was performed at arc 
rates up to 5000 arcs/sec. This allows reasonable deposition rates even 
at high arc rates, and enables the use of target material that may trade 
lower price for higher arc rate.

Figure 7. Delivered power compared to setpoint for 2 kHz and 5 kHz arc rates.

One of the major challenges in developing a power supply for 
magnetron sputtering processes is achieving good power measurement 
accuracy at high arc rates. This challenge was addressed with rapid 
sampling of the output waveforms, and high bit resolution digital signal 
processing of the measured data. Minimal degradation of accuracy is 
experienced at higher arc rates, and delivery of power to the set point 
was confirmed at arc rates up to 5000 arcs/second.

Conclusions
A DC magnetron sputtering power supply was developed to address 
new processes requiring low arc energy, high power delivery, and good 
measurement accuracy at arc rates up to 5000 arcs/second. This power 
supply meets the challenge presented by these new applications, and 
enables operation of these processes with high confidence. It has the 
power overhead required to deliver high power at high arc rates, while 
accurately measuring output power, delivering power to set point, and 
minimizing arc energy. Users requiring high production yield and high 
field reliability of their films can employ it to their advantage.
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